The probability representation of states in standard quantum mechanics where the quantum states are associated with fair probability distributions (instead of wave function or density matrix) is shortly commented and bibliography related to the probability representation is given 1 .
Comments
During last decade a new representation of quantum mechanics called "probability representation" suggested in [1] was developed. In framework of this representation the quantum states are described by positive probability distribution functions. The distribution functions are connected with wave functions or density matrices by known integral transforms. The probability representation of quantum mechanics, in fact, is a new formulation of quantum mechanics. There are several formulations of conventional quantum mechanics described in the review article [D. . The relation of Wigner function to probability density of homodyne quadrature (optical tomography) was used as a tool to measure quantum state and the quantum state in the tomographic approach was identified with the Wigner function. It is worthy to note that the problem of measuring quantum state (measuring wave function or measuring density matrix) was considered in early days of quantum mechanics (see, e. g. article by V. . In probability representation namely tomographic probability distribution is considered as primary notion of quantum state. This representation is equivalent to all the other ones. It has some advantage because one can use well known constructions of probability theory to apply for characteristics of quantum states from the very beginning.
The text which we present here is not review article on the probability representation of quantum mechanics. It is, in fact, bibliographic material for such a review. There are two review articles [A. where tomographic probability approach is shortly mentioned. But the complete review on the probability representation is not available in the literature yet.
The bibliography on the tomographic probability of quantum mechanics and related to the probability representation items was collected in connection with writing diploma thesis on this subject by one of the authors (O.V.P.). The bibliography below has articles with titles ordered according to time of publication. The list of articles contains both articles on probability representation of continuous variables and spin degrees of freedom.
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